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5 SUB-LAPLACIAN EIGENVALUE BOUNDS ON SUB-RIEMANNIANMANIFOLDS
ASMA HASSANNEZHAD AND GERASIM KOKAREV
ABSTRACT. We study eigenvalue problems for intrinsic sub-Laplacians o regular sub-
Riemannian manifolds. We prove upper bounds for sub-Laplacian eigenvaluesλk of con-
formal sub-Riemannian metrics that are asymptotically sharp ask → +∞. For Sasakian
manifolds with a lower Ricci curvature bound, and more generally, for contact metric man-
ifolds conformal to such Sasakian manifolds, we obtain eigenvalue inequalities that can be
viewed as versions of the classical results by Korevaar and Buser in Riemannian geometry.
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS
1.1. Motivation. Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a compact contact metric manifold of dimension(2ℓ+
1), possibly with boundary. Aboveθ is a contact form,φ is an operator field whose restric-
tion j(φ) to the contact distribution is an almost complex structure,andg is an associated
Riemannian metric, see Sect. 2 for precise definitions. Denote by
0= λ1(g)< λ2(g)6 λ3(g) 6 . . .6 λk(g)6 . . .
the corresponding sub-Laplacian eigenvalues with Neumannbou dary conditions. In [29]
the second-named author proved the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a compact contact metric manifold, possibly with
boundary. Then there exists a constant C, possibly depending on the conformal class
[θ0] and j(φ0), such that for any contact metric structure(θ,φ,g) with θ = eϕ θ0 and
j(φ) = j(φ0) the sub-Laplacian eigenvaluesλk(g) satisfy the inequalities
(1.1) λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C ·k1/(ℓ+1) for any k= 1,2, . . . ,
where the volume Volg is the Riemannian volume of g.
Note that the Riemannian volumeVolg coincides up to a constant with the volume de-
fined by the formθ ∧ (dθ)ℓ, and in particular, the left-hand side in inequality (1.1) is in-
variant under the scaling of the contact formθ. In [29] the theorem above is stated for
pseudoconvex CR manifolds, but the proof carries over directly to contact manifolds. The
methods can be also applied to sub-Laplacian eigenvalue problems on rather general sub-
Riemannian manifolds. They lead to eigenvalue bounds that are analogous to the celebrated
results of Korevaar [30] on Laplace eigenvalue bounds for conformal Riemannian metrics.
2010Mathematics Subject Classification.35P15, 58C40, 53C17, 32V20.
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An important feature of the eigenvalue bounds in Theorem 1.1is their compatibility with
the asymptotic law
λk(g)∼Cℓ · (k/Volg(M))1/(ℓ+1) ask→+∞,
whereCℓ is a constant that depends on the dimension ofM only, see [37]. In view of
this asymptotic behaviour it is extremely interesting to understandup to what extent the
constant in inequality(1.1) can be made independent of geometry and whether one can
obtain similar inequalities with explicit geometric quanities on the right-hand side.In the
present paper we obtain rather satisfactory results in these directions.
1.2. Main results. The principal purpose of the paper is to obtain sub-Laplacian eigen-
value bounds with an explicit dependance (or independence)of constants on geometry. We
study sub-Laplacian eigenvalue problems on regular sub-Riemannian manifolds(M,H,g),
whereH is a sub-bundle ofTM satisfying the Hörmander condition andg is a metric on it;
see Sect. 2-3 for necessary background material. In this sett ng the notion of an intrinsic
sub-Laplacian in general is not unique and is closely related to natural volume measures
on M, such as the Popp measure and the Hausdorff measure. For the res of this section
we restrict our discussion to an intrinsic sub-Laplacian(−∆b) corresponding to the Popp
measurePg on a regular sub-Riemannian manifold. For contact metric manifolds this
measure coincides with the volume measure of an associated Riemannian metric, and the
corresponding sub-Laplacian is the standard sub-Laplacian studied in contact and CR ge-
ometry, see [16]. In the sequel by the Hausdorff dimension ofa sub-Riemannian manifold
we mean the Hausdorff dimension of the Carnot-Caratheodorymetric space; for regular
sub-Riemannian manifolds it depends only on the algebraic properties of the distribution
H ⊂ TM.
For the sake of simplicity we consider below eigenvalue problems on compact mani-
folds; we assume thatM is either closed or is a compact subdomain of a complete man-
ifold. More general results in terms of the counting function on not necessarily compact
manifolds can be found in Sect. 4. Our main theorem involves two conformal invariants.
The first one is the functionx 7→ P̂x(B̂x) whose value atx is the volume of a unit ball in the
nilpotent approximation at a pointx∈M. This invariant is unseen in Riemannian geometry,
where nilpotent approximations are isometric to the Euclidean space. On sub-Riemannian
manifolds nilpotent approximations at different points are not, in general, isometric. The
second invariant is the so-calledconformal minimal volume MinP[g], that is the infimum
of volumesPg(M) over conformal metrics satisfying certain metric coveringand volume
growth properties. We refer to Sect. 2 and 4 for precise definitions and properties of these
invariants.
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,H,g0) be a compact regular sub-Riemannian manifold, possibly
with boundary. Then there exist positive constants C0 and C1 depending only on the Haus-
dorff dimension Q of M such that for any sub-Riemannian metric g conformal to g0 the
Neumann eigenvaluesλk(g) of an intrinsic sub-Laplacian(−∆b) satisfy the inequalities




for any k= 1,2. . . , where MinP[g0] is the conformal minimal volume, and̂Px(B̂x) is the
Popp volume of a unit ball in the nilpotent approximation at x∈ M.
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Mention that by results in [1] the functionP̂x(B̂x), wherex ∈ M, is continuous, and
hence, bounded on a compact manifoldM. The eigenvalue bounds in the theorem above
are asymptotically sharp, in the sense that for any metricg we haveλk(g) ∼ C · k2/Q as
k → +∞. In Sect. 3 we explain how this asymptotic law for the eigenvalues of an intrin-
sic sub-Laplacian follows from the analysis developed by M´etivier [34]. Following [29],
the general idea behind the proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on using test-functions closely
related to the Carnot-Caratheodory geometry ofM. The main technical ingredient is the
decomposition theorem for general metric measure spaces with local metric covering prop-
erties, obtained by the first-named author in [24]. It is built on earlier results by Grigoryan,
Netrusov, and Yau [22, 23] and Colbois and Maerten [14]. We also essentially rely on the
analysis by Agrachev, Barilari, and Boscain [1] concerningthe asymptotic behaviour of
volumes of small Carnot-Caratheodory balls and the properties of the functionP̂x(B̂x).
Theorem 1.2 has a few worth mentioning consequences. First,whenM is a subdomain in
a Carnot groupG equipped with a left-invariant sub-Riemannian metricg0, the conformal
minimal volume vanishes, and the eigenvalue bounds above reduce to the inequalities
λk(g)Pg(M)2/Q 6C ·Pg0(B)2/Qk2/Q for anyk= 1,2, . . . ,
wherePg0(B) is the volume of a unit ball inG, andC is a constant that depends onQ only.
Moreover, using results in [1], we show that for corank 1 Carnot groups the valuePg0(B)
is bounded by a constant that depends on the dimension only, see Lemma 2.3. The last
statement yields another corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let (M,H,g0) be a compact corank1 sub-Riemannian manifold, possibly
with boundary. Then there exist positive constants C0 and C1 depending only on the Haus-
dorff dimension Q= dimM+1 such that for any sub-Riemannian metric g conformal to g0
the Neumann eigenvaluesλk(g) of an intrinsic sub-Laplacian(−∆b) satisfy the inequalities
λk(g)Pg(M)2/Q 6C0 · (MinP[g0])2/Q+C1 ·k2/Q
for any k= 1,2. . . , where MinP[g0] is the conformal minimal volume.
Clearly, Corollary 1.3 covers the case whenM is a contact manifold and gives a sharper
version of Theorem 1.1. In particular, we see that fork > MinP[g0] the sub-Laplacian
eigenvaluesλk(g) of any conformal sub-Riemannian metricg satisfy the inequality
λk(g)Pg(M)2/Q 6C ·k2/Q,
whereC is a constant that depends only on the dimension ofM.
We proceed with specialising the considerations further tocontact metric manifolds
(M,θ,φ,g). Suppose thatM has dimension(2ℓ+ 1) and for non-negative real numbers
t define thevolume growth functionαt(g) as the quantity
αt(g) = sup{Volg(B(x, r))/(ωℓr2ℓ+2) : x∈ M,0< r 6 1/t},
whereB(x, r) is a Carnot-Caratheodory ball, andωℓ is the volume of a unit ball in the
Heisenberg groupHℓ. As follows from known results [1], see the discussion in Sect. 2, the
valueαt(g) is finite for any compactM. Clearly, the functionαt(g) is non-increasing int,
and, in particular,αt(g)6 α0(g) for anyt > 0. In Sect. 5 we prove the following statement.
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Theorem 1.4.Let(M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a compact Sasakian manifold whose Ricci curvature of
a Tanaka-Webster connection is bounded below by−1. Then there exist positive constants
C0 and C1 depending on the dimension of M only such that for any contactmetric structure
(θ,φ,g) with θ = eϕ θ0 and j(φ) = j(φ0) the sub-Laplacian eigenvaluesλk(g) satisfy the
inequalities
(1.2) λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C0 ·Volg0(M)1/(ℓ+1)+C1 · (α1(g0)k)1/(ℓ+1)
for any k= 1,2, . . .
The proof of this theorem relies on a deep work [5, 6, 7] on curvature-dimension inequal-
ities and volume doubling properties on Sasakian manifoldswith a lower Ricci curvature
bound. The statement holds also for subdomains of complete Sasakian manifolds with a
lower Ricci curvature bound. Note that the valueαt(g0) does not change under replacing
θ0 with λθ0 andt with t/λ 1/2 simultaneously, whereλ > 0 is a real number. By scaling
the contact form it is straightforward to see that if the assumption on the Ricci curvature in
Theorem 1.4 is re-placed byRicci>−t2, then inequality (1.2) takes the form
λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C0 · t2Volg0(M)1/(ℓ+1)+C1 · (αt(g0)k)1/(ℓ+1).
In particular, if the Ricci curvature ofg0 is non-negative, then tendingt → 0+, we obtain
the following statement.
Corollary 1.5. Let(M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a compact Sasakian manifold whose Ricci curvature of
a Tanaka-Webster connection is non-negative. Then there exists a constant C> 0depending
on the dimension of M only such that for any contact metric structure (θ,φ,g) with θ =
eϕ θ0 and j(φ) = j(φ0) the sub-Laplacian eigenvaluesλk(g) satisfy the inequalities
λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C · (α0(g0)k)1/(ℓ+1)
for any k= 1,2, . . .
As another direct consequence of Theorem 1.4, we obtain the following sub-Laplacian
eigenvalue bounds on Sasakian manifolds.
Corollary 1.6. Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a compact Sasakian manifold whose Ricci curvature of
a Tanaka-Webster connection is bounded below by−t2. Then there exist positive constants
C0 and C1 depending on the dimension of M only such that the sub-Laplacian eigenvalues






for any k= 1,2, . . .
The last two corollaries are versions of by now classical results by Korevaar [30] and
Buser [11] respectively for Laplace eigenvalues on Riemannian manifolds. In the Rie-
mannian case the functionαt(g) does not explicitly appear, thanks to Bishop’s volume
comparison theorem. Due to the recent work by Agrachev and Lee [3] and Lee and Li [31]
on volume comparison theorems on Sasakian manifolds, the functionαt(g) in the corollar-
ies above is bounded by a constant that depends only on the dimension ofM when
- the horizontal sectional curvatures of a Tanaka-Webster connection are non-negative,
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- or the manifoldM has dimension 3.
In particular, in these cases we obtain direct versions of classical results for Laplace eigen-
values in Riemannian geometry.
1.3. Organisation of the paper. In the first section we collect the background material
on sub-Riemannian geometry. We start with recalling the Hörmander condition for a sub-
bundleH ⊂ TM, the notions of the Carnot-Caratheodory distance and the nilpotent ap-
proximation. We discuss a few examples, and show that nilpotent approximations to con-
tact metric manifolds are isometric to the Heisenberg groupwith a standard left-invariant
metric. We proceed with a discussion of natural volume measur s on sub-Riemannian
manifolds and the related results of Agrachev, Barilari, and Boscain [1].
In Sect. 3 we discuss eigenvalue problems for intrinsic sub-Laplacians, which have not
been addressed in the literature. The eigenvalue problems for sub-Laplacians have been
mostly studied on pseudoconvex CR manifolds, see the papersby Greenleaf [21], also [16,
Chap. 9], Aribi and El Soufi [4], Ivanov and Vassilev [26, 27] and Kokarev [29]. One of the
purposes of the present paper is to consider sub-Laplacian eige value problems on rather
general sub-Riemannian manifolds. We outline the necessary analysis for this setting and
include a discussion on the asymptotic behaviour of eigenvalues, based on the local analysis
by Métivier [34].
The next Sect. 4 and 5 contain the main results of the paper. The former starts with a
general construction of a family of invariants, calledconformal minimal volume. We ex-
plain its properties and show how to choose the specific values of parameters that yield an
invariant used in Theorem 1.2. The results on eigenvalue bounds here are stated in a rather
general form, making them open to possible applications. Assuch an application, in Sect. 5
we show how to deduce Theorem 1.4 using the recent results [5,6, 7] on volume doubling
properties on Sasakian manifolds with a lower Ricci curvature bound. We proceed with
the outline of the results by Agrachev and Lee [3] and Lee and Li [31] on Sasakian vol-
ume comparison theorems, and use them to obtain lower boundsfor the counting function,
leading to Sasakian versions of classical results in Riemannian geometry. All results ap-
ply to not necessarily compact manifolds, and stated in the form whose versions even in
Riemannian geometry sometimes seem to be absent in the literatur .
The last Sect. 6 is devoted to the proofs of general theorems from Sect. 4. The paper
has an appendix, where using the results in [1], we show that the volume of a unit ball in a
corank 1 Carnot group is bounded by a constant that depends onthe dimension only.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND BACKGROUND MATERIAL
2.1. Sub-Riemannian manifolds. We start with recalling basic notions of sub-Riemannian
geometry; for details we refer to [8, 36]. LetM be a connected smooth manifold, possibly
with boundary, andH be a smooth sub-bundle of the tangent bundleTM, also referred to as
a distribution. Suppose that the sub-bundleH satisfies the so-calledHörmander condition:
for any pointx∈M and any local frame{Xi} of H aroundx the iterated Lie brackets[Xi,Xj ],
[Xi, [Xj ,Xk]], [Xi, [. . . [Xj ,Xk] . . .]] at x together with the vectorsXi(x) span the tangent space
TxM. By the length of the iterated Lie bracket above we call the number of the vector fields
involved. For example, the bracket[Xi,Xj ] has length two. For an integerℓ > 1 denote by
Hℓx the subspace of the tangent spaceTxM spanned by all iterated Lie brackets atx whose
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length is not greater thanℓ; the spaceH1x coincides with the fiberHx of the sub-bundle
H. Clearly, these subspaces do not depend on a choice of a frame{Xi}. The Hörmander
condition implies that for anyx∈ M there exists an integerr such thatH rx = TxM. Thus, we
obtain thestructure filtrationof the tangent space
(2.1) Hx ⊂ H2x ⊂ . . .⊂ H rx = TxM.
Following [2, 8], the distributionH is called regular if the dimensionsnℓ(x) = dimHℓx,
whereℓ = 1, . . . , r, do not depend on a pointx ∈ M. The minimal integerr such that
H r = TM is called thestepof a regular distribution. Mention that in the literature there is
an ambiguity concerning this notation with some authors using the termequiregularfor the
regular distribution, see [1].
Thesub-Riemannian manifoldis a triple(M,H,g), whereH is a sub-bundle ofTM that
satisfies the Hörmander condition andg is a smooth metric onH. A sub-Riemannian man-
ifold is calledregular, if the distributionH is regular. Recall that an absolutely continuous
pathγ : [0,1]→ M is calledhorizontal, if it is tangent toH almost everywhere. The metric





TheCarnot-Caratheodory distancebetween the pointsx andy on a sub-Riemannian man-
ifold is defined as
dg(x,y) = inf{Length(γ) : γ is a horizontal path joiningx andy},
where we assume that the infimum over the empty set is equal to infinity. By the results
of Chow and Rashevskij, see [8, 36], the Hörmander condition mplies that this metric is
finite and induces the original topology onM.
Clearly, any Riemannian manifold can be viewed as sub-Riemannian whose distribution
H coincides with the tangent bundle. Regular sub-Riemannianm ifolds with a non-trivial
horizontal distributionH occur whenn= dimM > 3. Below we describe two major sources
of their examples.
Example 2.1(Contact manifolds). Let M be a manifold of odd dimension(2ℓ+1), where
ℓ > 1. A contact manifoldis a pair(M,θ), whereθ is an 1-form such thatθ ∧ (dθ)ℓ is a
volume form onM. It is straightforward to see that on a contact manifold there is a unique
vector fieldξ , called theReeb vector field, such that
dθ(ξ ,X) = 0 and θ(ξ ) = 1,
for any vector fieldX. Thecontact formθ defines acontact distribution Has a sub-bundle
whose fiber is the kernel ofθ,
Hx = {X ∈ TxM : θ(X) = 0} .
Clearly, the distributionH is regular. Besides, since the form 2-formdθ is non-degenerate
on H, then by the relation
dθ(X,Y) = X ·θ(Y)−Y ·θ(X)−θ([X,Y])
we conclude that the contact distribution satisfies the Hörmander condition. There is a spe-
cial class of sub-Riemannian metrics on the contact distribution, obtained as restrictions
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of Riemannian metrics onM associated to a contact metric structure. More precisely, a
quadruple(M,θ,φ,g), whereθ is a contact form,φ is an(1,1)-tensor, andg is a Riemann-
ian metric, is called thecontact metric manifoldif
θ(X) = g(X,ξ ), g(X,φY) = dθ(X,Y), and φ2(X) =−X+θ(X)ξ ,
for any vector fieldsX andY on M. In particular, from the last relation we see that the
restriction ofφ to the contact distribution, denoted byj(φ), is an almost complex structure.
The relations above also imply that
g(X,Y) = g(φX,φY), φ(ξ ) = 0 and θ ◦φ(X) = 0,
for H-valued vector fieldsX andY, see [9]. It is well-known that any contact manifold has
a contact metric structure. The basic examples occur as certain hypersurfaces of Kähler
manifolds. The special cases include CR manifolds and Sasakian manifolds, see [9, 16].
Example 2.2(Carnot groups). A simply connected nilpotent Lie groupG with a graded
Lie algebrag, that is
g=⊕ri=1gi, gi+1 = [g1,gi], gr 6= {0}, gr+1 = {0},
is called theCarnot groupof the stepr. Any Carnot group equipped with a scalar prod-
uct 〈·, ·〉 on g1 becomes a left-invariant regular sub-Riemannian manifold. More precisely,
the distributionH and the sub-Riemannian metric on it are defined by extending(g1,〈·, ·〉)
overG by left multiplications. The grading structure on the Lie algebra in particular guar-
antees that the distributionH satisfies the Hörmander condition. The corresponding Carnot-
Caratheodory metric is also left-invariant.
Carnot groups are often viewed as sub-Riemannian manifoldsequipped with the family
of dilationsDt : G→ G. More precisely, the grading structure on the Lie algebra induces
the familyδt : g→ g, wheret > 0, of Lie algebra automorphisms:
δt(∑vi) =∑ t ivi , vi ∈ gi,
which preserve the grading. The dilationDt : G → G is defined as a unique Lie group
automorphism whose differential at the identity coincideswith δt . Equivalently, it can
be defined as the composition exp◦δt ◦ exp−1, where exp :g → G is the Lie exponent,
which is a global diffeomorphism whenG is nilpotent. It is straightforward to see that
the automorphismsDt preserve the left-invariant distributionH and are dilations of the
Carnot-Caratheodory metric, that is
d(Dtx,Dty) = td(x,y) for anyx,y∈ G, t > 0.
Carnot groups are particularly important in sub-Riemanniageometry, since they play
the role of tangent spaces. More precisely, they occur as theso-callednilpotent approxima-
tionsof sub-Riemannian manifolds. Below we recall this notion for regular sub-Riemannian
manifolds, and refer to [8, 36] for a definition in a general case nd other details.
Let (M,H,g) be a regular sub-Riemannian manifold of stepr > 2. Then the structure
filtration (2.1) defines a filtration of the sub-bundlesH i ⊂ H i+1, whereH r coincides with
the tangent bundleTM. For a given pointx∈ M we consider the nilpotization atx defined
as the vector space
gr(H)x =V
1
x ⊕V2x ⊕ . . .⊕Vrx ,
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whereV ix = (H
i/H i−1)x is the fiber of the quotient vector bundle. By the regularity hypoth-
esis it is straightforward to see that the Lie bracket of vector fields induces a graded Lie
algebra structure ongr(H)x, that is[V ix,V
j
x ] ⊂V i+ jx . Thenilpotent approximation Gr(H)x
of a sub-Riemannian manifold(M,H,g) at a pointx is the Carnot group whose Lie alge-
bra coincides withgr(H)x and is equipped with the scalar productgx(·, ·) on the subspace
V1x = Hx. In sequel by ˆgx we denote the corresponding left-invariant metric onGr(H)x.
An important result by Mitchell [35] says that the nilpotentapproximation at a pointx,
viewed as a metric space with the Carnot-Caratheodory distance, is precisely the metric
tangent cone to(M,dg) at a pointx. Mention that the nilpotent approximations at different
points are generally non-isomorphic Lie groups. However, as the following example shows,
if M is a contact manifold, then the nilpotent approximation at every point is precisely the
Heisenberg group.
Example 2.3 (Contact manifolds: continued). Let V be a 2ℓ-dimensional vector space
equipped with a symplectic formω. Recall that theHeisenberg algebrahℓ is a vector
spaceV ⊕R with a product
[(v,s),(w, t)] = (0,ω(v,w)).
The corresponding Carnot group is called theH isenberg groupHℓ. It is often considered
as a sub-Riemannian manifold with a left-invariant metrich compatible withω on the Lie
algebra. Here by a compatible metric we mean a metric that is Euclidean in a basis that
takesω to a standard symplectic form. Let(M,θ) be a contact manifold, andH = kerθ be a
contact distribution. We claim that the nilpotizationgr(H)x is isomorphic to the Heisenberg
algebraHx⊕Requipped with the symplectic formω=−dθ onHx. Indeed, the Lie algebra
isomorphism is identical onHx and identifiesTxM/Hx with R using the contact form:
gr(H)x = Hx⊕ (TM/H)x ∋ X⊕T 7−→ X⊕θ(T) ∈ Hx⊕R.
It indeed preserves the Lie algebra structure, sinceθ([X,Y]) =−dθ(X,Y) for any horizon-
tal vector fieldsX andY, see [36] for details. If(M,θ,φ,g) is a contact metric manifold,
then using relations in Example 2.1, one can find an orthonormal basis(Xi,−φXi) of the
spaceHx such thatω = −dθ takes the standard form. In particular, we conclude that for
contact metric manifolds the nilpotent approximationGr(H)x equipped with a left-invariant
metric ĝx is isometric to the Heisenberg group(Hℓ,h).
2.2. Volume measures.Now we discuss intrinsic volume measures on sub-Riemannian
manifolds; these are the Hausdorff measure corresponding to the Carnot-Caratheodory met-
ric and the Popp measure. For Riemannian manifolds both measures coincide up to a con-
stant with the Riemannian volume measure. However, for general sub-Riemannian mani-
fold these measures are genuinely different and lead to different intrinsic sub-Laplacians,
see [36, 2].
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whereA⊂ X, δ > 0, andH sδ is an approximate Hausdorff measure,












For properties of Hausdorff measures and other details we refer to [32]. In sequel, we use











where the approximate measureS sδ is defined as the infimum of quantities in (2.2) with the
Ai ’s being metric balls. It is straightforward to see that
H
s(A)6 S s(A)6 2sH s(A)
for any subsetA ⊂ X. In particular, the Hausdorff dimension ofX with respect toH s-
measures, that is
inf {s> 0 : H s(X) = 0}= sup{s> 0 : H s(X) = +∞} ,
and with respect toS s-measures coincide.
Now let (M,H,g) be a sub-Riemannian manifold. ViewingM, as a metric space with
respect to the Carnot-Caratheodory metric, we obtain Hausdorff measures onM. They are
intrinsic volume measures defined on an arbitrary sub-Riemannian manifold. WhenM is






i(dimH i −dimH i−1),
whereH i are the subspaces of the structure filtration (2.1). As is also known, the Hausdorff
measures are absolutely continuous with respect to smooth measures onM, that is measures
defined by volume forms. One of such smooth measures, the so-called Popp’s measureis
another intrinsic measure defined on a regular sub-Riemannian manifold. We describe it
now.
Let 0= E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Er = E be a filtration of ann-dimensional vector spaceE. Let
{ei} be a basis ofE such thatEℓ is spanned by its firstnℓ vectors. Since the wedge product
e1∧ . . .∧en depends only on the equivalence classes[ei ] ∈ Eℓi/Eℓi−1, wherenℓi−1 < i 6 nℓi ,
we obtain an isomorphism of 1-dimensional spaces
(2.4) ∧n E ≃ ∧n(⊕rℓ=1Eℓ/Eℓ−1).
Now let (M,H,g) be a regular sub-Riemannian manifold. First, we construct the Popp
volume form in a neighbourhood of every pointx∈ M. It is defined from the natural scalar
product on the nilpotization space
gr(H)x = Hx⊕ (H2/H)x⊕ . . .⊕ (H r/H r−1)x.
More precisely, due to the Hörmander condition the map⊗iHx → (H i/H i−1)x defined using
sections{Xi} of H by the formula
X1⊗ . . .⊗Xi 7−→ [X1, [X2, [. . . ,Xi] . . .]]+H i−1
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is surjective, and pushes forward the natural scalar product on⊗iHx induced bygx(·, ·) on
Hx. This scalar product defines, up to a sign, a volume form ongr(H)x, that is the element
of ∧ngr(H)∗x. Now using isomorphism (2.4), we obtain the volume form onTxM.






For an arbitrary regular sub-Riemannian manifoldM the construction above defines a den-
sity, also denoted byνg, which yields a measure by the same formula; it is called thePopp
measure. For the sequel we mention that the Popp densities of conformal metricsg and
ϕ ·g are related by the formula
(2.5) νϕ ·g = ϕ Q/2 ·νg,
whereQ is the Hausdorff dimension ofM. Indeed, on each quotient(H i/H i−1)x they induce
scalar products that are conformal with the factorϕ i and the comparison of their volume
forms ongr(H)x, combined with formula (2.3), yields the statement.
2.3. Volumes of Carnot-Caratheodory balls. We proceed with a background material on
volumes of Carnot-Caratheodory balls. First, we discuss approximation results by volumes
of balls in nilpotent approximations. Recall that any volume formω onM induces a natural
volume formω̂x on the nilpotent approximationGr(H)x at a pointx∈ M. The formω̂x is
the left-invariant form whose value on the Lie algebrag (H)x is defined by the valueωx
via the isomorphism∧ngr(H)∗x ≃ ∧nT∗x M, see (2.4). In particular, ifω is the Popp volume
form νg, then the induced form(ν̂g)x is precisely the Popp volume formνĝx on the nilpotent
approximation.
In the following proposition we summarize some of the results due to [1] that are im-
portant for our sequel considerations. By asmooth volume measureµ below we mean a
measure induced by a smooth density.
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,H,g) be a regular sub-Riemannian manifold, andµ be a smooth
measure on M. Then:
(i) for any x∈ M we have
µ(B(x,ε)) = εQµ̂x(B̂x)+o(εQ) asε → 0,
where B(x,ε) is a Carnot-Caratheodory ball of radiusε, B̂x is a unit ball in the
nilpotent approximation Gr(H)x, and Q is the Hausdorff dimension of M;
(ii) the measureµ is absolutely continuous with respect to the spherical Hausdorff







for any measurable subset A⊂ M;
(iii) the density function̂µx(B̂x) is always continuous, and is C3-smooth if the distribu-
tion H has corank one. Moreover, ifdimM 6 5 and µ is the Popp measurePg,
then it is constant, unless H has corank one in dimension5.
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The proof of the statement in part (i) above can be obtained from the distance estimates
in [8, Sect. 7], which relate Carnot-Caratheodory metrics on M nearx and on the nilpotent
approximationGr(H)x. These distance estimates are uniform with respect to a point x, see
also [1, Lemma 34], and imply that the convergenceε−Qµ(B(x,ε)) → µ̂x(B̂x) is uniform
in a neighborhood ofx. Thus, we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1, for any compact subsetΩ ⊂ M




µ̂x(B̂x)εQ 6 µ(B(x,ε))6 2µ̂x(B̂x)εQ for any0< ε 6 ε0, x∈ Ω;
(2.7) 2Q−1εQ 6 S Q(B(x,ε)) 6 2Q+1εQ for any0< ε 6 ε0, x∈ Ω.
Proof. Both relations in (2.6) are direct consequences of the uniform convergence
ε−Qµ(B(x,ε))→ µ̂x(B̂x) whenε → 0+,
see the discussion above. Similarly, one can show that(2ε)−QS Q(B(x,ε)) converges uni-
formly to 1 asε → 0+. In more detail, settingf (x) to be 2−Qµ̂x(B̂x), by Prop. 2.1 we
obtain








As we know, the first term on the right hand-side above converges uniformly to 1. The
uniform convergence of the second term to zero follows from the uniform continuity of the
density functionf . 
In addition to part (iii) of Prop. 2.1, mention that by the result in [12], the density function
µ̂x(B̂x) is alsoC1-smooth when a regular distributionH has corank 2 and step 2. Taking
the Popp measurePg as a smooth measure in the proposition above, we obtain an intrins c
density function(P̂g)x(B̂x) on M, which plays an important role in the sequel. Using the
family of dilationsDt in the nilpotent approximation atx∈ M, it is straightforward to see
that
(P̂g)x(B̂(x, tr)) = t
Q(P̂g)x(B̂(x, r)) for anyt > 0,
whereB̂(x, r) is a Carnot-Caratheodory ball inGr(H)x. Combining this relation with the
scaling property of the Popp volume formνĝx, we conclude that the volume of a unit ball
(P̂g)x(B̂x) does not change under a conformal change of a metricg on H. Recall that
whenM is a contact metric manifold, the nilpotent approximationsat different points are
isometric, see Example 2.3. Consequently, the function(P̂g)x(B̂x) is constant on such
manifolds. The following lemma says that, more generally, for corank one sub-Riemannian
manifolds the function(P̂g)x(B̂x) is bounded.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a Carnot group whose horizontal left-invariant distribution has
corank1. Then there exists a constant C=C(Q), depending on the Hausdorff dimension Q
of G only, such that for any left-invariant metric g on G the Popp volumePg(B1) of a unit
Carnot-Caratheodory ball is not greater than C.
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The proof of Lemma 2.3 is based on the explicit formula for thevolume of a unit ball,
obtained in [1]. We collect all necessary details together with the proof of the lemma in
Appendix A.
3. INTRINSIC SUB-LAPLACIANS AND THEIR EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS
3.1. Intrinsic sub-Laplacian related to the Popp measure.Let (M,H,g) be a regular
sub-Riemannian manifold of stepr, andPg be its Popp measure. In this section we show
how the measurePg defines an intrinsic sub-Laplacian onM, and discuss corresponding
eigenvalue problems.
First, recall that for a smooth functionu on M the horizontal gradient∇ bu is defined as
a unique vector field with values in the distributionH such that
g(∇ bu,X) = du(X), for anyH-valued vector fieldX.
Let νg be a density (which locally is a smooth volume form) that defines the Popp measure
Pg. For any vector fieldX on M it also defines the divergence divg X as a function that
satisfies the relationLXνg = divX ·νg. Following [2], by theintrinsic sub-Laplacian(−∆b)
we mean a second order differential operator
−∆bu=−div(∇ bu), whereu∈C∞(M).




whereX2i stand for the second Lie derivative alongXi, andX0 is a vector field∑dXj([Xi,Xj ])Xi,
see [2]. Note that the vector fieldX0 vanishes on unimodular Lie groups. Equivalently, the




where(Xi) is again a local orthonormal frame ofH, and theX∗i ’s are the adjoint operators
with respect to the naturalL2-scalar product based on the Popp measure. We refer to [2]
for further details and examples.
Using either local form of∆b, by Hörmander’s theorem [25] we conclude that the intrin-
sic sub-Laplacian is asub-ellipticoperator. This means that for any compact subdomain





for anyC∞-smooth functionu onΩ that is smooth up to the boundary, where| · | = 〈·, ·〉1/2
and| · |ε stand for theL2-norm and the Sobolevε-norm onΩ respectively. Moreover, by
the results of Rotschild and Stein [39] the constantε can be chosen to be(1/r), wherer is
the step of the distributionH. It is also worth mentioning that the operator∆b, as well as its
lower order perturbations withC∞-smooth coefficients, ishypoelliptic; that is, any solution
u to the equation∆bu= f , where f is aC∞-smooth function, isC∞-smooth, see [25].
WhenM is a compact manifold, we consider(−∆b) as an operator defined onC∞-smooth
functions that satisfy the following version of the Neumannboundary hypothesis:
(3.2) ı∇ buνg = 0 on∂M,
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that is, the interior product of the sub-Riemannian gradient ∇ b and the Popp densityνg
vanishes. Using the divergence formula for the vector field(v∇ bu), we obtain a sub-










for smooth functionsu andv on M. In particular, we see that the real operator(−∆b) is
symmetric and admits a self-adjoint extension to an unbounded operator ofL2(M,Pg),
see for example [15, Lemma 1.2.8]. Using the compact Sobolevembedding and the sub-
ellipticity of (−∆b), it is straightforward to conclude that its resolvent is compact. Hence,
the spectrum is discrete, that is, it consists of a sequence of eigenvalues
0= λ1(g)< λ2(g)6 λ3(g) 6 . . .6 λk(g)6 . . .
of finite multiplicity such thatλk(g)→+∞ ask→+∞. Its counting function Ng(λ ) is de-
fined as the number of eigenvalues counted with multiplicitythat are strictly less thanλ . By
Green’s formula above, the collection of the eigenvaluesλk(g) coincides also with the spec-
trum of the Dirichlet form
∫ |∇ bu|2dPg, viewed as a form on smooth functions onM. By
hypoellipticity the eigenfunctions of(−∆b) areC∞-smooth, and by [15, Lemma 1.2.2], it is
straightforward to conclude that the self-adjoint extensio of the Neumann sub-Laplacian
is unique.
When a manifoldM is non-compact, we view the sub-Laplacian as an operator defined
on C∞-smooth functions that, in addition to the Neumann boundaryhypothesis, are com-
pactly supported. This operator also admits a self-adjointextension, and its counting func-
tion Ng(λ ) can be defined as









whereV is a subspace formed by smooth functions. We assume that the supr mum over the
empty set equals zero. The eigenvalues of such an operator are precisely the jump points
of the counting function,
λk(g) = inf {λ > 0 : Ng(λ )> k} ,
see [23] for details.
Example 3.1(Contact manifolds: continued). Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a metric contact mani-
fold of dimension(2ℓ+ 1), see Example 2.1. We view it as a sub-Riemannian manifold
(M,H, g|H), whereH is a contact distribution andg is an associated Riemannian metric on
M. It is straightforward to show that the Popp volume formνg coincides with the volume





In particular, the sub-Laplacian(−∆b) coincides with a standard sub-Laplacian studied in
contact and CR geometry [16]. It is related to the Laplace-Beltrami operator∆g for the
associated Riemannian metricg by the formula
(3.3) −∆g =−∆b+ ξ ∗ξ ,
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whereξ is the Reeb field on the contact structure onM. Note that for metric contact
manifolds the Neumann boundary condition (3.2) is equivalent to
〈∇ bu,~n〉= 0 on∂M,
where~n is a unit outward normal to∂M, and the brackets denote the scalar product in the
sense of the associated metricg.
Mention that the notation∆b for the sub-Laplacian is standard in contact and CR geom-
etry. Unlike in [2], we have chosen to use the same notation for the intrinsic sub-Laplacian
on regular sub-Riemannian manifolds to underline the fact that it coincides with the well-
known operator from Example 3.1. We end this preliminary discus ion with an example
describing the spectrum of∆b for a standard metric contact structure on an odd-dimenional
sphere.
Example 3.2(Sub-Laplacian eigenvalues of spheres). Let S2ℓ+1 ⊂ Cℓ+1 be a unit sphere
equipped with the standard metric contact structure(θ,φ,g), whereθ =∑(x jdyj −y jdxj)/2
is a primitive of the Kähler form onCℓ+1, φ is the composition of the complex structure
onCℓ+1 with the orthogonal projection to the tangent space toS2ℓ+1 at a point under con-
sideration, andg is the restriction of the Euclidean metric onCℓ+1. Relation (3.3) can be
written in the form












see [41, p. 277]. LetVk be a space of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degreek
on Cℓ+1, andV p,q ⊂ Vk be a subspace formed by polynomials that are homogeneous of
degreep in the zj ’s and of degreeq in the z̄j ’s. It is straightforward to see thatT is the
multiplication byi(p−q) onV p,q. Recall that the subspacesVk form a complete system of
eigenspaces of the Laplace operator onS2ℓ+1, where the eigenfunctions fromVk correspond
to an eigenvaluek(2ℓ+ k), see [13]. Thus, we conclude that the subspacesV p,q form a
complete system of eigenfunctions of the sub-Laplacian∆b and each eigenfunction from
V p,q corresponds to an eigenvalue 2ℓ(p+ q) + 4pq. We refer to [41] for the details and
further references.
3.2. Intrinsic sub-Laplacian related to the Hausdorff measure. Let (M,H,g) be a closed
sub-Riemannian manifold, andS Q be its spherical Hausdorff measure. In this section we





defined onC∞-smooth functions onM. It is straightforward to see that this form is closable,
and its spectrum can be defined as the spectrum of agenerator(−∆̃b), that is, a non-negative







for any smooth functionu, see [15, Theorem 4.4.2]. Though it seems to be unknown
whether in general the spectrum of(−∆̃b) is discrete, below we show that this is the case
when the distributionH is regular.
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Indeed, as is known the spherical Hausdorff measure is commensurable with Popp’s
measurePg, and by Prop. 2.1, the density functionf (x) = 2−QP̂x(B̂x) is continuous. In
particular, it is bounded away from zero and bounded above onM, and by inequality (3.1),
we conclude that the operator(−∆̃b) is sub-elliptic. It is then straightforward to see that its
resolvent is compact, and hence, the spectrum is discrete.
When the densityf (x) is smooth, the operator̃∆b becomes a second order differential
operator that has a form of the “sub-Laplacian with a drift”:
f div( f−1∇ bu) = ∆bu−〈∇ b ln f , ∇ bu〉,
where∆b is the sub-Laplacian corresponding to Popp’s measure. As isexplained in Exam-
ple 2.3, the density functionf is constant whenM is a contact metric manifold, and hence,
in this case the sub-Laplacians∆̃b and ∆b coincide. The same clearly holds on Carnot
groups. It is worth mentioning that the density functionf is invariant under the confor-
mal change of a metricg on H, and thus, any conformal eigenvalue bounds for one of the
sub-Laplacians imply automatically eigenvalue bounds forthe other one via the extremal
values of the functionf . The eigenvalue bounds that we discuss in Sect. 4 have much more
delicate intrinsic nature and dependance on the values ofP̂x(B̂x).
3.3. Asymptotic behaviour of eigenvalues.To motivate our results on eigenvalue bounds,
in this section we discuss asymptotic laws for eigenvalues.Throughout the rest of the
section we assume that(M,H,g) is aclosed regularsub-Riemannian manifold. Let∆b be
an intrinsic sub-Laplacian corresponding to Popp’s measurePg, andNg(λ ) be its counting
function. The following result is a consequence of the analysis developed by Métivier [34].
Theorem 3.1.Let(M,H,g) be a closed regular sub-Riemannian manifold. Then the count-
ing function Ng(λ ) of an intrinsic sub-Laplacian∆b satisfies the following asymptotic re-
lation: Ng(λ )∼C ·λ Q/2 asλ →+∞, where Q is the Hausdorff dimension of M and C is a
constant that may depend on M and its sub-Riemannian structure.
Outline of the proof.Let E(λ ) be a spectral projection in the sense of the spectral theorem,
see [28]. As is explained by Métivier in [34, Sect. 2], it is an integral operator inL2(M,Pg)





see also [23]. Thus, for a proof of the theorem it is sufficientto show that there exists a
strictly positive continuous functionγ onM such that
(3.5) λ −Q/2e(λ ;x,x) −→ γ(x) asλ →+∞
uniformly onM. For a givenx∈ M let (Xi) be a local orthonormal frame ofH, defined on
a neighbourhoodU ⊂ M of x. We may assume that the intrinsic sub-Laplacian∆b onU has
the form of the Hörmander operator
−∆b =∑X∗i Xi.
Then the analysis in [34] shows that the valuesλ −Q/2e(λ ;x,x) for a sufficiently largeλ
are determined by the spectral kernel of a certain Hörmander op rator∑ X̂∗i X̂i defined on
compactly supported functions on the nilpotent approximation Gr(H)x. HereX̂i stand for
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left-invariant vector fields onGr(H)x defined as homogeneous degree 1 parts of theXi ’s at
x∈ M, see [34, Sect. 3] for details. In particular, the localization argument in [34, Sect. 4]
shows that relation (3.5) holds on any compact subset ofU , see [34, Prop. 4.6]. 
Mention that similar results for other classes of hypoelliptic operators have been also ob-
tained by Menikoff and Sjöstrand [33, 40], and Fefferman and Phong [17]. The asymptotic
law in Theorem 3.1 can be re-written in the form
Ng(λ )∼C(g) ·λ Q/2Pg(M) asλ →+∞,
where the constantC(g) is invariant under the scaling of a metricg on H. It is extremely
interesting to understand how the quantityC(g) depends on a metric. As is shown by
Ponge [37], whenM is a metric contact manifold, the quantityC(g) depends only on the
dimension ofM.
4. CONFORMAL INVARIANTS AND EIGENVALUE BOUNDS
4.1. Conformal invariants defined by the Popp measure.Recall that a sub-Riemannian
manifold(M,g) is calledcomplete, if M does not have a boundary and the Carnot-Caratheo-
dory space(M,dg) is complete as a metric space. This hypothesis onM is always assumed
throughout the rest of the paper. The purpose of this sectionis to introduce certain confor-
mal invariants used to study sub-Laplacian eigenvalue problems on finite volume subdo-
mainsΩ ⊂ M, possibly coinciding withM. We start with the following definition.
Definition 4.1. Given an integerN > 1 and a real numberα > 1 a complete regular sub-
Riemannian manifold(M,H,g) is calledlocally (N,α )-normalisedif for any 0< r 6 1
(i) each Carnot-Caratheodory ballB(x, r) of radius r can be covered byN balls of
radiusr/2;
(ii) Pg(B(x, r)) 6 αP̂x(B̂x)rQ for anyx∈ M, whereQ is the Hausdorff dimension of
M, andB(x, r) is a Carnot-Caratheodory ball inM.
If the hypotheses(i) and(ii) hold for balls of arbitrary radiusr > 0, then the metricg is
calledglobally (N,α )-normalised.
In the sequel we refer to the hypotheses(i) and (ii) in Definition 4.1 as thecovering
propertyand thevolume growth propertyrespectively. Using the relations
(4.1) Pδ2g = δQPg and Bδ2g(x, r) = Bg(x,δ−1r),
it is straightforward to see that if a metricg is locally (N,α )-normalised, then so is the
metricδ2 ·g for anyδ > 1. The following lemma shows that up to a scaling any metric on
a compact manifold can be made normalised for an appropriatechoice of the constantsN
andα , depending on the Hausdorff dimension ofM only.
Lemma 4.1. Let (M,H,g) be a complete regular sub-Riemannian manifold of Hausdorff
dimension Q. Then for any N> 42Q+1, anyα > 2, and any compact subdomainΩ ⊂ M
there exists a real numberδ > 0 such that for the metricδ2 ·g the hypotheses(i) and (ii)
in Definition 4.1 hold for any Carnot-Caratheodory ball centred inΩ.
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for the valuesN = 42Q+1 andα = 2. By Corol-





Q 6 Pg(B(x, r)) 6 2P̂x(B̂x)r
Q for any 0< r 6 ρ
and anyx∈ Ω. Settingδ = (4/ρ) and using relations (4.1), we see that the metricδ2 ·g
satisfies the relations in (4.2) for any 0< r 6 4. In particular, the hypothesis(ii) in Defini-
tion 4.1 holds. Now by a rather standard argument, we show that so does the hypothesis(i).
Let B(x, r) be a Carnot-Caratheodory ball, where 0< r 6 1 andx∈ Ω, and{B(xi , r/4)}
be a maximal family of disjoint balls centered inB(x, r). Then the family{B(xi , r/2)}
coversB(x, r), and denoting byNx its cardinality, we obtain
NxminPδ2g(B(xi , r/4)) 6∑Pδ2g(B(xi , r/4)) 6 Pδ2g(B(x,5r/4)).








where in the last inequality we used the fact that for the metric δ2g relation (4.2) holds for
any 0< r 6 4. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 we see that any metric on a closedmanifold can be
made locally(42Q+1,2)-normalised after rescaling. The same holds for pullback metrics on
covering spaces of closed manifolds. Globally normalised mtrics naturally occur as left-
invariant metrics on Carnot groups and as their quotients. For the convenience of references
we discuss them in the examples below.
Example 4.1(Carnot groups: continued). Let G be a Carnot group equipped with a left-
invariant metricg, see Example 2.2. Using the family of dilationsDt : G→ G, it is straight-
forward to see that the Popp measure onG satisfies the following dilatation property:
(4.3) Pg(B(x, tr)) = t
Q
Pg(B(x, r)) for anyt > 0,
whereB(x, r) andB(x, tr) are Carnot-Caratheodory balls, andQ is the Hausdorff dimension
of G. In particular, the volumePg(B(x, r)) equalsP̂x(B̂x)rQ, and the volume growth
property(ii) in Definition 4.1 is clearly satisfied withα = 1. Settingt = 2 in relation (4.3),
and following the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that a left-invariant metric
g is globally(42Q,1)-normalised.
Example 4.2 (Quotients of Carnot groups). Let G be a Carnot group, andΓ ⊂ G be a
discrete subgroup. Recall thatΓ is calledcocompact(or uniform) if the quotientG\Γ is
compact. The existence of a cocompact subgroupΓ is guaranteed whenever the structure
constants of the Lie algebra ofG are rational in some basis, see [38]. We assume thatG is
endowed with a left-invariant sub-Riemannian metricg. The latticeΓ acts onG freely by
left-multiplications, which are sub-Riemannian isometries, and the metricg descends to a
metricg∗ on the quotientG\Γ. We claim that the metricg∗ is globally(42Q,1)-normalised.
First, for any ballBg∗(p, r) ⊂ G\Γ there exists a fundamental domainD for the action ofΓ
such that
(4.4) π−1(Bg∗(p, r))∩D ⊂ Bg(x, r) for some x∈ π−1(p),
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whereπ : G → G\Γ is a natural projection. More precisely, for a givenx ∈ π−1(p) the
domainD can be defined as the collection ofy∈ G such that
dg(x,y) 6 dg(x,γ ·y) for anyγ ∈ Γ.
In particular, we see that any pointq ∈ Bg∗(p, r) has a pre-image in such a setD. This
observation together with relation (4.4) show that the volume growth property forg∗ is a
consequence of the one forg. Similarly, the covering property forg∗ can be deduced from
the covering property forg and the fact that the projectionπ : G→ G\Γ does not increase
the Carnot-Caratheodory distance.
Now we define a family of conformal invariants based on the notio of the Popp measure.
Definition 4.2. Let H ⊂ TM be a regular distribution andc be a conformal class of metrics
on it. For a given integerN > 1 and a real numberα > 1 by theconformal(N,α )-minimal
volumeof a subdomainΩ ⊂ M, denoted by
MinP(Ω,c) = MinP(Ω,c,N,α ),
we call the infimum of the Popp volumesPg(Ω) over all locally(N,α )-normalised metrics
g∈ c.
In the definition above we assume that the infimum over the empty set equals infinity.
Clearly, the conformal(N,α )-minimal volume is monotonous inΩ, that is for anyΩ1 ⊂Ω2
the valueMinP(Ω1,c) is not greater thatMinP(Ω2,c). Besides, ifΩ is compact, then it is
continuous with respect to an exhaustion ofΩ. More precisely, for any increasing sequence
of subdomainsΩi ⊂ Ωi+1 contained in a compactΩ we have
MinP(∪Ωi ,c) = supMinP(Ωi ,c) = lim MinP(Ωi ,c).
The following statement clarifies the special role of globally normalised metrics.
Lemma 4.2. Let c be a conformal class of metrics on a regular distribution H ⊂ TM.
Suppose that for a given integer N> 1 and a real numberα > 1 there is a globally(N,α )-
normalised metric g∈ c. Then the conformal(N,α )-minimal volume
MinP(Ω,c) = MinP(Ω,c,N,α )
vanishes for any subdomainΩ ⊂M whose volume with respect to g is finite,Pg(Ω)<+∞.
Proof. Since a metricg is globally (N,α )-normalised, then by relations (4.1) so is the
metricε2 ·g for anyε > 0. Using it as a test-metric, we obtain
MinP(Ω,c) 6 Pε2·g(Ω) = εQPg(Ω).
Passing to the limit asε → 0+, we prove the claim. 
Due to a number of open questions in the subject, at the momentof writing it is unclear
what would be the best or universal choice of constantsN andα in Definitions 4.1 and 4.2.
That is the main reason for considering the family of invariants rather than fixing certain
values ofN andα . First, we would likeMinP to be finite for a large class of complete sub-
Riemannian manifolds. Second, it should reflect the intuition from Riemannian geometry
that on ”non-negatively curved” objects the minimal conformal volume vanishes, see [24].
On the other hand, we would like to be able to chooseN andα so that they would depend
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on the Hausdorff dimension of a manifold in question only. The following lemma says that
such a choice of the constantsN andα is possible in principle.
Lemma 4.3. There exist an integer-valued function N(Q) and a real-valued functionα (Q),
where Q ranges over positive integers, such that the value
MinP(Ω,c) = MinP(Ω,c,N(Q),α (Q)),
whereΩ ⊂ M is a subdomain, c is a conformal class of metrics on a regulardistribution
H ⊂ TM and Q is the Hausdorff dimension of M, satisfies the following properties:
(i) it is finite, if Ω ⊆ M is compact;
(ii) it vanishes, ifΩ is a finite volume subdomain in a Carnot group G equipped with a
left-invariant metric g0, and c is the conformal class of g0;
(ii) ′ it vanishes, ifΩ is a finite volume subdomain in a quotient G\Γ of a Carnot group G
by a discrete subgroupΓ equipped with a metric g∗ obtained from the left-invariant
metric on G, and c is the conformal class of g∗;
(iii) it vanishes, ifΩ = M is an odd-dimesional sphere S2ℓ+1, ℓ> 1, and c is the confor-
mal class of a sub-Riemannian metric associated to a standard contact structure.
Proof. SetN1(Q) = 42Q+1 andα1(Q) = 2. Then by Lemma 4.1 any conformal classc on a
compact manifold of Hausdorff dimensionQ contains a locally(N1(Q),α1(Q))-normalised
metric, and hence, the valueMinP(M,c) is finite. By Lemma 4.2, the property(ii) is
a consequence of the fact that a left invariant metric on a Carnot groupG is globally
(N1(Q),α1(Q))-normalised, see Example 4.1. Similarly, the property(ii)′ follows from
the existence of a globally normalised metric on a quotientG\Γ, see Example 4.2. Fi-
nally, note that by Corollary 2.2 for any metric on a compact regular manifold there existN
andα such that it is globally(N,α )-normalised. DefineN2(Q) andα2(Q) as such values
for an odd-dimensional unit sphereS2ℓ+1 with a standard contact metric structure, where
Q = 2ℓ+ 2. SettingN(Q) and α (Q) to be equal to the maxima of theNi(Q)’s and the
α i(Q)’s respectively, we obtain functions that satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. 
As a particular case of the property(ii)′ above, we see that the conformal minimal vol-
ume of any finite volume quotientG\Γ vanishes. In addition to the properties in Lemma 4.3,
it is harmless to assume that for Riemannian manifolds (viewed as a partial case of sub-
Riemannian ones) the valueMinP(M,c) vanishes if the conformal classccontains a metric
of non-negative Ricci curvature. This observation is a consequence of the Gromov relative
volume comparison theorem.
For the convenience of references we introduce the following definition.
Definition 4.3. Let H ⊂ TM be a regular distribution andc be a conformal class of metrics
on it. By theconformal minimal volumeof a subdomainΩ ⊂ M we call the quantity
MinP(Ω,c) = MinP(Ω,c,N(Q),α (Q)),
whereQ is the Hausdorff dimension ofM, andN(Q) andα (Q) are functions that satisfy
the conclusions(i)− (iii ) of Lemma 4.3.
As a direct consequence of the property(iii ) in Lemma 4.3 we also have the following
statement.
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Corollary 4.4. LetHℓ be a Heisenberg group equipped with a standard left-invariant sub-
Riemannian metric g0. Then the conformal minimal volume MinP(Hℓ, [g0]) vanishes.
Proof. Recall that a standard left-invariant sub-Riemannian metric g0 onHℓ, described in
Example 2.3, can be viewed as a metric associated to a standard contact metric structure
onHℓ. Moreover, as is known [16], there is a CR diffeomorphism that m ps the punctured
sphereS2ℓ+1\{pt} onto the Heisenberg groupHℓ. In particular, any sub-Riemannian met-
ric on S2ℓ+1 conformal to the metric associated to a standard contact structure is pushed
forward to a sub-Riemannian metric onHℓ conformal tog0. Thus, we see that
MinP(Hℓ, [g0])6 MinP(S
2ℓ+1, [g0]),
and the statement follows from Lemma 4.3. 
The last statement leads to the following more general question.
Question 4.3. Do there exist functionsN(Q) andα (Q) of a positive integer parameterQ
such that for any Carnot group of Hausdorff dimensionQ equipped with a left-invariant
sub-Riemannian metricg the conformal minimal volume
MinP(G, [g]) = MinP(G, [g],N(Q),α (Q))
vanishes?
4.2. Eigenvalue bounds.Now we state our first main result. It gives ap rametriclower
bound for the counting function of the sub-Laplacian(−∆b), which applies to rather general
sub-Riemannian manifolds. In the sequel by a subdomainΩ ⊂ M we mean a subdomain
with a smooth boundary. By⌊λ ⌋ we denote the floor function ofλ ∈R, the greatest integer
that is at mostλ . The proofs of the theorems below appear in Sect. 6.
Theorem 4.5. Let (M,H,g0) be a complete regular sub-Riemannian manifold. Then for
any integer N> 1 and a real numberα > 1 there exist positive constants C0 =C0(N) and
C1 =C1(N,Q) depending only on N and the Hausdorff dimension Q of M such that for ny
subdomainΩ ⊂ M and any sub-Riemannian metric g that is conformal to g0 n Ω and has
finite volumePg(Ω)<+∞ the counting function Ng(Ω,λ ) for the Neumann sub-Laplacian
(−∆b) on Ω satisfies the inequality




for anyλ >C0(MinP(Ω, [g0])/Pg(Ω))2/Q, whereP̂x(B̂x) is the volume of a unit ball in
the nilpotent approximation at x∈ M, and
MinP(Ω, [g0]) = MinP(Ω, [g0],N,α )
is the conformal(N,α )-minimal volume ofΩ ⊂ M. Besides, if a subdomainΩ ⊂ M is
compact, then the floor function is unnecessary in the estimate above.
ChoosingN(Q) andα (Q) as in Lemma 4.3, we obtain a lower bound for the counting
function with the constantsC0 and(C1/α ) depending only on the Hausdorff dimensionQ,
and with the conformal minimal volume satisfying the properties (i)-(iii ) in Lemma 4.3.
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Corollary 4.6. Let(M,H,g0) be a complete regular sub-Riemannian manifold. Then there
exist positive constants̄C0 = C̄0(Q) andC̄1 = C̄1(Q) depending only on the Hausdorff di-
mension Q of M such that for any subdomainΩ ⊂ M and any sub-Riemannian metric g
that is conformal to g0 on Ω and has finite volumePg(Ω) < +∞ the counting function





for anyλ > C̄0(MinP(Ω, [g0])/Pg(Ω))2/Q, whereP̂x(B̂x) is the volume of a unit ball in
the nilpotent approximation at x∈M, and MinP(Ω, [g0]) is the conformal minimal volume
of Ω⊂M. Besides, if a subdomainΩ⊂M is compact, then the floor function is unnecessary
in the estimate above.
In particular, if Ω is a compactsubdomain in a Carnot groupG equipped with a left-
invariant metricg0, or in a quotientG\Γ by a discrete subgroup, then the conformal minimal
volume vanishes, and we have
(4.5) Ng(Ω,λ )>C · (Pg0(B))−1Pg(Ω)λ Q/2 for anyλ > 0,
wherePg0(B) is the volume of a unit ball inG, and the constantC depends only on the
Hausdorff dimensionQ of G. More generally, if for an appropriate choice ofN(Q) and
α (Q) the conformal minimal volume vanishes on some Carnot groupG, then inequal-
ity (4.5) holds forany (not necessarily compact) subdomainΩ in G or in a quotientG\Γ.
For example, this hypothesis holds for the Heisenberg groupHℓ, see Corollary 4.4. Inde-
pendently whether it holds or not in general (see Question 4.3) we have the following result
that gives eigenvalue bounds of the form (4.5).
Theorem 4.7. Let(M,H,g0) be a complete regular sub-Riemannian manifold that is glob-
ally (N,α )-normalised for some integer N> 1 and real numberα > 1. Then there exists
a constant C= C(N,Q) > 0 depending on N and the Hausdorff dimension Q of M such
that for any subdomainΩ ⊂ M and any sub-Riemannian metric g that is conformal to g0
onΩ and has finite volumePg(Ω)<+∞ the counting function Ng(Ω,λ ) for the Neumann
sub-Laplacian(−∆b) on Ω satisfies the inequality





for anyλ > 0, whereP̂x(B̂x) is the volume of a unit ball in the nilpotent approximation at
x∈ M. Besides, if a subdomainΩ ⊂ M is compact, then the floor function is unnecessary
in the estimate above.
Recall that, by Example 4.1, any left-invariant metricg0 on a Carnot groupG is globally
(42Q,1)-normalised. Thus, as a consequence of the last theorem, we see that inequal-
ity (4.5) holds for anarbitrary subdomainΩ ⊂ G and a metricg conformal tog0 such that
Pg(Ω)<+∞.
We proceed with explaining how Theorem 1.2 follows from Corolla y 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.Recall that the eigenvalues are related to the counting function by
the following formula
λk(g) = inf{λ > 0 : Ng(λ )> k}.
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For a given positive integerk take asλ the value
(C̄0 · (MinP[g0])2/Q+C̄−2/Q1 · (maxM P̂x(B̂x)
2/Q)k2/Q)Pg(M)
−2/Q,
whereC̄0 andC̄1 are constants from Corollary 4.6. Clearly, for this choice of λ the hy-
potheses of Corollary 4.6 are satisfied, and by the estimate for the counting function, we
obtain thatNg(λ )> k, and conclude thatλk(g)6 λ . 
In view of obtaining eigenvalue bounds less dependent on thegeometry ofM, it is inter-
esting to understand when the volume of a unit ballP̂x(B̂x) can be bounded by a quantity
that depends on the dimension ofM only. Up to our knowledge, the following basic ques-
tion is open.
Question 4.4.Does there exist a real-valued functionC(Q) of a positive integer parameter
Q such that for any Carnot group of the Hausdorff dimensionQ equipped with a left-
invariant metricg the volume of a unit ballPg(B) is at mostC(Q)?
By Lemma 2.3 the answer to this question is positive for corank 1 Carnot groups. As
a consequence, for corank 1 sub-Riemannian manifolds the quantity maxP̂x(B̂x) can be
dispensed with in Theorems 4.5 and 4.7. Further, as a consequence of Corollary 4.6 (or
Theorem 1.2), for compact subdomainsΩ in corank 1 sub-Riemannian manifoldsM we
obtain eigenvalue bounds
(4.6) λk(g)Pg(Ω)2/Q 6C0 · (MinP(Ω, [g0]))2/Q+C1 ·k2/Q,
stated in the introduction as Corollary 1.3.
4.3. Eigenvalue bounds for the Hausdorff sub-Laplacian.As was touched upon above,
it is important to know whether the eigenvalue bounds in (4.6) hold for higher corank sub-
Riemannian manifolds. Recall that whenM is a contact metric manifold the intrinsic sub-
Laplacians∆b and∆̃b corresponding to the Popp and the Hausdorff measures respectively
coincide, and inequalities (4.6) can be also viewed as upperbounds for the eigenvalues
λ̃k(g) of the latter sub-Laplacian. The purpose of the remaining part of the section is to
show thatthese upper bounds hold forλ̃k(g) on rather arbitrary compact sub-Riemannian
manifolds. The definitions and results below are direct analogues of the ones discussed
earlier. The principal difference is that the quantitŷPx(B̂x) is already taken into the account
in the definition of∆̃b and does not participate in the statements of the results.
Following the line of exposition above, we first define the notion of (N,α )-normalised
metric. In the sequel bySg we denote theQ-dimensional spherical Hausdorff measureS Q
on the Carnot-Caratheodory space(M,dg).
Definition 4.1bis. Given an integerN> 1 and a real numberα > 1 a complete regular sub-
Riemannian manifold(M,H,g) is calledlocally (N,α )-normalisedif for any 0< r 6 1
(i) each Carnot-Caratheodory ballB(x, r) of radius r can be covered byN balls of
radiusr/2;
(ii) Sg(B(x, r)) 6 α (2r)Q for any x ∈ M, whereQ is the Hausdorff dimension ofM,
andB(x, r) is a Carnot-Caratheodory ball inM.
If the hypotheses(i) and(ii) hold for balls of arbitrary radiusr > 0, then the metricg is
calledglobally (N,α )-normalised.
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We proceed with a definition of conformal(N,α )-minimal volume with respect to the
Hausdorff measure.
Definition 4.2bis. Let H ⊂ TM be a regular distribution andc be a conformal class of
metrics on it. For a given integerN > 1 and a real numberα > 1 by theconformal(N,α )-
minimal Hausdorff volumeof a subdomainΩ ⊂ M, denoted by
MinS (Ω,c) = MinS (Ω,c,N,α ),
we call the infimum of the Hausdorff volumesSg(Ω) over all locally (N,α )-normalised
metricsg∈ c.
It is straightforward to see that the main properties of the conformal (N,α )-minimal
volume continue to hold in this new setting. In particular, so does the version of Lemma 4.3,
stating that there exist an integer-valued functionN(Q) and a real-valued functionα (Q)
such that the value
(4.7) MinS (Ω,c) = MinS (Ω,c,N(Q),α (Q))
satisfies the same natural finiteness and vanishing properties. In fact, the functionsN(Q)
and α (Q) can be chosen to be the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Mention als
that the invariantsMinP(Ω,c) andMinS (Ω,c) vanish or not simultaneously for compact
subdomainsΩ ⊂ M. The relationship between them for more general subdomainsc be
described via the properties of the density functionf (x) = 2−QP̂x(B̂x).
We end with stating lower bounds for the counting functionÑg(λ ) of the Hausdorff sub-
Laplacian(−∆̃b). Note that these results are independent of the corresponding bounds
for Ng(λ ) of the Popp sub-Laplacian, and in general, can not be derivedfrom Theo-
rem 4.5. Throughout the rest of the section we assume thatM is a closed regular sub-
Riemannian manifold. The results continue to hold for subdomainsΩ in complete regular
sub-Riemannian manifolds, if the Neumann problem is well-dfined. The latter, for exam-
ple, occurs when the density functionf (x) = 2−QP̂x(B̂x) is C1-smooth onΩ.
Theorem 4.5bis. Let (M,H,g0) be a closed regular sub-Riemannian manifold. Then for
any integer N> 1 and a real numberα > 1 there exist positive constants C0 =C0(N) and
C1 = C1(N,Q) depending only on N and the Hausdorff dimension Q of M such that for
any sub-Riemannian metric g conformal to g0 the counting functionÑg(λ ) for the sub-
Laplacian(−∆̃b) satisfies the inequality
Ñg(λ )>C1α−1(Sg(M)2/Qλ −C0(MinS (M, [g0]))2/Q)Q/2
for anyλ >C0(MinS (M, [g0])/Sg(Ω))2/Q, where
MinS (M, [g0]) = MinS (M, [g0],N,α )
is the conformal(N,α )-minimal Hausdorff volume of M.
The proof of the theorem follows the same argument as the proof of Theorem 4.5 and is
discussed at the end of Sect. 6. Choosing the functionsN(Q) andα (Q) so that they satisfy
the properties(i)-(iii ) in the version of Lemma 4.3, we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.6bis. Let(M,H,g0) be a closed regular sub-Riemannian manifold. Then there
exist positive constants̄C0 = C̄0(Q) andC̄1 = C̄1(Q) depending only on the Hausdorff di-
mension Q of M such that for any sub-Riemannian metric g conformal to g0 the counting
functionÑg(λ ) for the sub-Laplacian(−∆̃b) satisfies the inequality
Ñg(λ )> C̄1(Sg(M)2/Qλ −C̄0(MinS (M, [g0]))2/Q)Q/2
for anyλ > C̄0(MinS (M, [g0])/Pg(M))2/Q, where MinS (M, [g0]) is the conformal min-
imal volume of M in the sense of relation(4.7).
As a direct consequence, we obtain the following eigenvaluebounds
λ̃k(g)Sg(M)2/Q 6 C̄0 · (MinS (M, [g0]))2/Q+C̄−2/Q1 ·k2/Q,
which generalise bounds in (4.6), see Corollary 1.3, to arbitr ry closed regular sub-Rieman-
nian manifolds. Finally, mention that Theorem 4.7 also has aversion for the Hausdorff
sub-Laplacian(−∆̃b).
5. EIGENVALUE BOUNDS ON CONTACT MANIFOLDS
5.1. Sasakian structures and the proof of Theorem 1.4.Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a contact
metric manifold of dimension(2ℓ+1), see Example 2.1 for the notation. Recall that it is
calledSasakianif the following relation holds:
[φ,φ](X,Y)+dθ(X,Y)ξ = 0
for any vector fieldsX andY on M. Aboveξ stands for the Reeb field, and[φ,φ] is the
Nijenhuis tensor
[φ,φ](X,Y) = φ2[X,Y]+ [φX,φY]−φ[φX,Y]−φ[X,φY].
In dimension 3 the Sasakian hypothesis is equivalent to the Reeb fieldξ being Killing.
Sasakian manifolds are often viewed as odd-dimensional versions of Kähler manifolds.
We refer to [9] for the detailed discussion of their properties and examples.
Recall that theTanaka-Webster connectionon a Sasakian manifold is a unique linear
connection∇ such thatθ,φ, andg are parallel and whose torsion satisfies the relations
T(X,Y) = dθ(X,Y)ξ and T(ξ ,X) = 0
for any horizontal vector fieldsX andY onM. In particular, the Reeb fieldξ is also parallel,
and the Ricci curvature tensor satisfies the relation
Ricci(X,ξ ) = 0 for any vector fieldX.
In other words, only the restriction ofRicci to a contact distribution may carry non-trivial
geometric information.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is based on the volume doubling properties of Sasakian man-
ifolds with lower Ricci curvature bound, studied in the series of papers [5, 6, 7]. We sum-
marise these results in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a complete Sasakian manifold whose Ricci curvature
is bounded below by−1. Then there exist positive constantsC̄1 andC̄2 depending on the
dimension of M only such that
Volg(B(x,2r)) 6 C̄1 exp(C̄2r
2) ·Volg(B(x, r))
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for any x∈ M and r> 0, where B(x, r) and B(x,2r) are Carnot-Caratheodory balls. More-
over, if the Ricci curvature is non-negative, then there exists a constant̄C such that
Volg(B(x,2r)) 6 C̄ ·Volg(B(x, r))
for any x∈ M and r> 0.
The first statement of Prop. 5.1 follows by combination of [6,Theorem 1.7] and [7, The-
orem 6]. The second can be derived from the proof of [7, Theorem 6], see [7, Remark 4],
and is independently proved in [5].
The proof of Theorem 1.4.By Prop. 5.1 we see that there exists a constantC̄0 that depends
on a dimension ofM only such that
Volg0(B(x,2r)) 6 C̄0 ·Volg0(B(x, r)) for any 0< r 6 2, x∈ M.
A standard argument, see for example the proof of Lemma 4.1, implies that the metricg0
satisfies alocal covering property: there exists a constantN = N(C̄0) that depends on̄C0
only such that any ballB(x, r) with 0< r 6 1 can be covered byN balls of radiusr/2. By
Example 2.3, the quantityP̂x(B̂x) equals the volume of a unit ball in the Heisenberg group,
and we clearly have
Volg0(B(x, r)) 6 α1(g0)P̂x(B̂x)r
2ℓ+2 for any 0< r 6 1, x∈ M.
Thus, we see that the metricg0 is locally(N,α )-normalised forN=N(C̄0) andα = α1(g0).
By Theorem 4.5 there exist constantsC0 = C0(N) andC1 = C1(N, ℓ) such that for any
sub-Riemannian metricg conformal tog0 on the contact distribution the sub-Laplacian
eigenvaluesλk(g) satisfy the following inequalities
λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C0 · (MinP [g0])1/(ℓ+1)+C1 · (α1(g0)ωℓ)1/(ℓ+1)k1/(ℓ+1)
for any k > 1, whereωℓ is the volume of a unit ball in the Heisenberg groupHℓ. First,
note that the constantsC0 andC1 above now depend on the dimension ofM only. Second,
by the definition of the conformal(N,α )-minimal volume we haveMinP [g0]6 Volg0(M).
Combining these observations, we obtain the eigenvalue bounds stated in the theorem.
5.2. Volume comparison theorems and their consequences.Now we discuss recent vol-
ume comparison theorems due to Agrachev and Lee [3] and Lee and Li [31], which give
bounds for the volume growth modulusα (g) and allow to dispense with this quantity in
the eigenvalue bounds.



























is orthonormal in a Riemannian metricg, andφ satisfies the relations
φ(Xi) =Yi , φ(Yi) =−Xi, φ(Z) = 0.
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A straightforward calculation shows, see for example [31],that the curvature tensor of a
Tanaka-Webster connection onHℓ vanishes. The following result due to [31] usesHℓ as a
comparison space to bound the volumes of Carnot-Caratheodory balls.
Proposition 5.2. Let(M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a complete Sasakian manifold of dimension(2ℓ+1)
whose horizontal sectional curvatures of a Tanaka-Websterconnection are non-negative.
Then for any x∈ M the volume Volg0(B(x, r)) of a Carnot-Caratheodory ball B(x, r) is not
greater than the volume of a ball of the same radius in the Hesenberg group, that is
Volg0(B(x, r)) 6 ωℓr
2ℓ+2 for any r> 0,
whereωℓ is the volume of a unit ball inHℓ.
Recall that thevolume growthα0(g) is defined as the quantity
α0(g0) = sup{Volg0(B(x, r))/(ωℓr2ℓ+2) : x∈ M, r > 0}.
In particular, Prop. 5.2 implies that for a Sasakian manifold M whose horizontal sectional
curvatures are non-negative, we haveα0(g0)6 1. Combing this fact with Corollary 1.5, we
see that on a compact manifoldM for any contact metric structure(θ,φ,g) with θ = eϕ θ0
and j(φ) = j(φ0) the sub-Laplacian eigenvaluesλk(g) satisfy the inequalities
(5.1) λk(g)Volg(M)1/(ℓ+1) 6C ·k1/(ℓ+1),
where the constantC depends on the dimension ofM only. Using Theorem 4.7 we are able
to obtain a more general result for not necessarily compact mnifolds.
Theorem 5.3. Let (M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a complete Sasakian manifold of dimension(2ℓ+1)
whose horizontal sectional curvatures of a Tanaka-Websterconnection are non-negative.
Then there exists a constant C> 0 depending on the dimension of M only such that for
any subdomainΩ ⊂ M and any contact metric structure(θ,φ,g) on Ω with θ = eϕ θ0,
j(φ) = j(φ0), and Volg(Ω) < +∞ the counting function Ng(Ω,λ ) of the Neumann sub-
Laplacian(−∆b) onΩ satisfies the inequality
Ng(Ω,λ )> ⌊C ·Volg(Ω)λ ℓ+1⌋ for anyλ > 0.
Besides, if a subdomainΩ ⊂ M is compact, then the floor function is unnecessary in the
estimate above.
Proof. By Prop. 5.1 we see that there exists a universal constantC̄0 such that
Volg0(B(x,2r)) 6 C̄0 ·Volg0(B(x, r)) for anyr > 0, x∈ M.
By a standard argument, see for example the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that the metric
g0 satisfies aglobal covering property: there exists a constantN0 = N(C̄0) such that any
ball B(x, r) with r > 0 can be covered byN0 balls of radiusr/2. Combining this property
with Prop. 5.2, we conclude that the metricg0 is globally (N0,1)-normalised. Thus, by
Theorem 4.7 there exists a constantC = C(N0, ℓ) such that for anyΩ ⊂ M and any sub-
Riemannian metricg on Ω that is conformal tog0 on a contact distribution and has finite
volume, the counting functionNg(Ω,λ ) satisfies the inequality
Ng(Ω,λ )> ⌊C · (maxP̂g(B̂x))−1Pg(Ω)λ ℓ+1⌋
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for any λ > 0. Now if a metricg is associated with a contact metric structure, then by
Example 2.3 the valueP̂g(B̂x) equalsωℓ (the volume of a unit ball in the Heisenberg
groupHℓ), and the volumePg(Ω) coincides with the Riemannian volumeVolg(Ω). 
Mention that the eigenvalue bounds (5.1) can be viewed as a version of the Korevaar
result [30] on the Laplace eigenvalue bounds for Riemannianmetrics conformal to a metric
of non-negative Ricci curvature. In view of this analogy we pose the following question.
Question 5.1.Does the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 hold under the hypothesesthat the Ricci
curvature of a Tanaka-Webster connection ofg0 is non-negative?
We proceed with a discussion of volume comparison results for 3-dimensional Sasakian
manifolds. Recall that the corresponding Sasakian space forms are 3-dimensinal Lie groups
Gκ whose Lie algebra has a basis{X,Y,Z} that satisfies the relations
[X,Y] = Z, [X,Z] =−κY, [Y,Z] = κX.
The parameterκ here takes the values 1, 0, and−1, which correspond to the cases when
Gκ is SU(2), H1, andSL(2) respectively. The left-invariant contact formθ such that
θ(X) = θ(Y) = 0 and θ(Z) =−1,
the metricg that makes{X,Y,Z} orthonormal, and the endomorphism
φ(X) =−Y, φ(Y) = X, φ(Z) = 0,
form a Sasakian structure onGκ . As is known [3], the Tanaka Webster sectional curvature
of a plane spanned byX andY on Gκ equalsκ . The space forms for all real values ofκ
can be obtained from the examples above by an appropriate scaling.
In [3] Agrachev and Lee prove the following volume comparison theorem for Carnot-
Caratheodory balls.
Proposition 5.4. Let(M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a3-dimensional complete Sasakian manifold whose
Ricci curvature of a Tanaka-Webster connection is bounded below byκ , that is
Ricci(X,X)> κ ·g0(X,X) for any horizontal vector field X.
Then for any x∈M the volume of a Carnot-Caratheodory ball B(x, r) satisfies the inequality
Volg0(B(x, r)) 6 ωκ (r)




−κ if κ < 0, whereωκ (r) stands for the
volume of a Carnot-Caratheodory ball of radius r in a Sasakian space form of constant
curvatureκ .
The restriction on the radius in the negative curvature caseκ < 0 is related to the fact that
SL(2) is not simply connected. In [3] the authors give an explicit formula for the quantity
ωκ (r) for the above values ofr as the integral
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t2(2−2cosτ − τ sinτ )/τ 4 if κ t2+z2 > 0
t2/12 if κ t2+z2 = 0
t2(2−2coshτ + τ sinhτ )/τ 4 if κ t2+z2 < 0
with τ =
√
|κ t2+z2|. In particular, it is straightforward to see that there exists a universal





if κ < 0.
The next result shows that in dimension 3 the volume growth function in Theorem 1.4
can be dispensed with.
Theorem 5.5. Let (M,θ0,φ0,g0) be a complete3-dimensional Sasakian manifold whose
Ricci curvature of a Tanaka-Webster connection is bounded below by−1. Then there ex-
ist universal positive constants C0 and C1 such that for any subdomainΩ ⊂ M and any
contact metric structure(θ,φ,g) on Ω with θ = eϕ θ0, j(φ) = j(φ0), and Volg(Ω) < +∞









for any λ > C0(Volg0(Ω)/Volg(Ω))1/2. Besides, if a subdomainΩ ⊂ M is compact, then
the floor function is unnecessary in the estimate above.
Proof. Following the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.4, by Prop. 5.1 we see that the
metric g0 satisfies the local covering property: there exists a universal constantN0 such
that any ballB(x, r) with 0< r 6 1 can be covered byN0 balls of radiusr/2. By Prop. 5.4
together with the inequalityω−1(r) 6 ω∗r4, we conclude that the metricg0 is (N0,α0)-
normalised withα0 =ω∗/ω1, whereω1 is the volume of a unit ball inH1, see Example 2.3.
Now the statement follows directly from Theorem 4.5. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.5 we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 5.6. Let (M,θ,φ,g) be a complete3-dimensional Sasakian manifold whose
Ricci curvature of a Tanaka-Webster connection is bounded below, Ricci> −a2. Then
there exist universal positive constants C0 and C1 such that for any subdomainΩ ⊂ M of
finite volume, Volg < +∞, the counting function Ng(Ω,λ ) of the Neumann sub-Laplacian
(−∆b) on Ω satisfies the inequality
Ng(Ω,λ )> ⌊C1Volg(Ω)(λ −C0a2)2⌋
for any λ > C0a2. Besides, if a subdomainΩ ⊂ M is compact, then the floor function is
unnecessary in the estimate above.
When a subdomainΩ ⊂ M above is compact, using the relation
λk(g) = inf {λ > 0 : Ng(λ )> k} ,
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it is straightforward to conclude that the lower bound on thecounting functionNg(Ω,λ ) in








for anyk= 1,2, . . . . This inequality is a version for 3-dimensional Sasakian manifolds of a
classical Buser’s inequality for Laplace eigenvalues on Riemannian manifolds, see [11, 14].
Question 5.2.Does the conclusion of Theorem 5.5 hold in arbitrary dimensio ?
As a partial answer to the question above, mention that it is likely that the volume com-
parison theorems obtained in [31] can be extended to Sasakian manifolds, whose horizontal
sectional curvatures are bounded below by a negative constant. Given such a result, the
argument in the proof of Theorem 5.5 yields the lower bound for the counting function
under the hypothesis that the horizontal sectional curvatues ofg0 are bounded below by
−1. However, at the moment of writing it is unclear whether a similar volume comparison
theorem holds under the lower bound for the Ricci curvature.
6. PROOFS OFTHEOREMS4.5 AND 4.7
6.1. Decompositions of metric measure spaces.The proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 are
based on the constructions of disjoint subsets in metric measur spaces carrying a sufficient
amount of mass. Below(X,d) denotes a separable metric space. We start with recalling
the following definition.
Definition 6.1. For an integerN > 1 a metric space(X,d) is said to satisfy thelocal N-
covering propertyif each metric ball of radius 0< r 6 1 can be covered byN balls of radius
r/2. If each metric ball of any radiusr > 0 can be covered byN balls of radiusr/2, then
(X,d) is said to satisfy theglobal N-covering property.
Building on the ideas of Korevaar [30], Grigoryan, Netrusov, and Yau [23] showed that
on certain metric spaces with global covering properties for any non-atomic finite measure
one can always find a collection of disjoint annuli carrying acontrolled amount of measure.
Below by an annulusA in (X,d) we mean a subset of the following form
{x∈ X : r 6 d(x,a) < R},
wherea ∈ X and 06 r < R< +∞. The real numbersr andR above are called theinner
and theouter radii respectively; the pointa is thecentreof an annulusA. We also use the
notation 2A for the annulus
{x∈ X : r/26 d(x,a) < 2R}.
The following statement is due to [23, Corollary 3.12], see also [22].
Proposition 6.1. Let (X,d) be a separable metric space whose all metric balls are pre-
compact. Suppose that it satisfies the global N-covering property for some N> 1. Then for
any finite non-atomic measureµ on X and any positive integer k there exists a collection of
k disjoint annuli{2Ai} such that
µ(Ai)> cµ(X)/k for any 16 i 6 k,
where c is a positive constant that depends on N only.
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Mention that when(X,d) is a locally compact length space (for example, a sub-Rieman-
nian manifold with a Carnot-Caratheodory metric), the hypothesis that all metric balls are
precompact is equivalent to the completeness of(X,d), see [10]. The following statement,
due to [24, Theorem 2.1], is a version of Prop. 6.1 for metric spaces with local covering
properties.
Proposition 6.2. Let (X,d) be a separable metric space whose all metric balls are pre-
compact. Suppose that it satisfies the local N-covering property for some N> 1. Then for
any finite non-atomic measureµ on X and any positive integer k there exists a collection of
k subsets{Ai} such that
µ(Ai)> cµ(X)/k for any 16 i 6 k,
where c is a positive constant that depends on N only, and
- either all Ai are annuli such that2Ai are mutually disjoint, and the outer radii of
the latter are not greater than1;
- or all Ai are precompact subdomains whoseρ-neighbourhoods
Aρi = {x∈ X : dist(x,Ai)6 ρ}
are mutually disjoint, whereρ = (1600)−1.
The proof of Prop. 6.2 is based on the combination of the method developed by Grygo-
ryan, Netrusov, and Yau [23] together with the ideas by Colbois and Marten [14], see [24]
for details.
6.2. Lipschitz functions on Carnot-Caratheodory spaces.Let (M,H,g) be a regular
sub-Riemannian manifold, and(M,dg) be the corresponding Carnot-Caratheodory space.














Recall that a real-valued functionu on M is called Lipschitz in the sense of the Carnot-
Caratheodory metricd, if there exists a constantL such that
|u(x)−u(y)| 6 L ·dg(x,y) for anyx andy in M.
As is known, any smooth function is locally Lipschitz in the above sense. We proceed with
the following proposition, due to [18, 19] and [20].
Proposition 6.3. Let D be a compact subdomain in a regular sub-Riemannian manifold
(M,H,g), and u be a Lipschitz function in the sense of the Carnot-Caratheodory distance
dg on it.
(i) Then the distributional derivative∇ bu is a measurable bounded vector-field whose
norm |∇ bu| is not greater than the Lipschitz constant L.
(ii) The function u can be approximated in the norm(6.1) by smooth functions on D.
Moreover, if u is compactly supported, that it can be approximated in the norm(6.1)
by smooth compactly supported functions.
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Mention that the second statement of Prop. 6.3 is an application of the mollification
technique, explained in [20, p.79-81]. Prop. 6.3 shows thatcompactly supported Lipschitz
functions can be used as test-functions for the counting functio Ng(Ω,λ ) of the Neumann
eigenvalue problem onΩ ⊂ M. Below we construct such functions out of the distance
functionx 7→ dist(x,A) to a compact subsetA.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let (M,H,g0) be a complete regular sub-Riemannian mani-
fold that is globally(N,α )-normalised, andΩ ⊂ M be a subdomain with a smooth bound-
ary. We considerM as a metric space with the Carnot-Caratheodory metricdg0 and with
a measureµ = Pg|Ω, whereg is a metric conformal tog0 on Ω. Let C∗ = C∗(N) be a
constant from Prop. 6.1 applied to(M,dg0). For a givenλ > 0 denote byk the integer




whereC = (C∗/48)Q/2. For a proof of the theorem it is sufficient to constructk linearly








By Prop. 6.1 there exists a collection{Ai} of 3k annuli in(M,dg0) such that
(6.3) µ(Ai)>C∗µ(M)/(3k) for any i = 1, . . . ,3k,





and hence, there exist at leastk sets 2Ai such that
(6.4) µ(2Ai)6 µ(M)/k.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that these inequalities hold for i = 1, . . . ,k.
For such ani denote byai , r i andRi the centre, the inner radius and the outer radius ofAi









1 for r i 6 dg0(x,ai)< Ri;
2dg0(x,ai)/r i −1 for r i/26 dg0(x,ai)< r i ;
2−dg0(x,ai)/Ri for Ri 6 dg0(x,ai)< 2Ri ;
0 for dg0(x,ai)> 2Ri or dg0(x,ai)< r i/2.
By Prop. 6.3, we see that the horizontal gradient satisfies
|∇ bui |(x) 6
{
2/r i when r i/26 dg0(x,ai)< r i ,
1/Ri when Ri 6 dg0(x,ai)< 2Ri ,
and vanishes at all other points inM. Note that ifQ is the Hausdorff dimension ofM,
then the integral
∫
|∇ bu|QdPg is invariant under the conformal change of a metric; this is
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a consequence of relation (2.5) in Section 2. Thus, we obtain
∫
Ω
|∇ bui |QdPg =
∫
Ω

















where in the second inequality we used the growth property ofthe globally(N,α )-normalised
metricg0. Now by the Hölder inequality, we have
∫
Ω


































where in the last inequality we used the definition ofk. Thus, the first statement of the the-
orem is demonstrated. To prove the estimate for the countingfu ction when a subdomain
Ω ⊂M is compact, we note that in addition to the functionsui above, any non-zero constant
function qualifies as an extra test-function. 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let Ω ⊂ M be a subdomain with a smooth boundary. Pick
a locally (N,α )-normalised metricg∗ from a given conformal class onM, and denote by
C∗ =C∗(N) the constant from Prop. 6.1 applied to the Carnot-Caratheodory space(M,dg∗).
We define new constants
C0(N) = 3· (1600)2/C∗ and C1(N,Q) = (C∗/48)Q/2.
Let g be a metric onΩ conformal tog∗, and λ > C0(MinP(Ω, [g0])/Pg(Ω))2/Q be a
given real number. SinceC0 =C0(N) depends only onN, we may choose another locally
(N,α )-normalised metric conformal tog∗, which we denote byg0, such that
(6.5) λ >C0(Pg0(Ω)/Pg(Ω))
2/Q.
Now the strategy is to apply Prop. 6.2 to the Carnot-Caratheodory space(M,dg0) equipped





By Prop. 6.2 there exists a collection{Ai} of 3k subsets in(M,dg0) such that
(6.6) µ(Ai)>C∗µ(M)/(3k) for any i = 1, . . . ,3k,
and either
(i) all Ai are annuli, and 2Ai are mutually disjoint and the outer radii of the latter are
not greater than 1, or
(ii) all Ai are precompact subdomains whoseρ-neighbourhoodsA
ρ
i are mutually dis-
joint, whereρ = (1600)−1.
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In the first case we proceed following the lines of the proof ofTheorem 4.7 to constructk
linearly independent test-functionsui such that
∫
Ω














Hence, there exist at leastk subsetsAi such that
(6.7) µ(Aρi )6 µ(M)/k and µ0(A
ρ
i )6 µ0(M)/k.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that these inequalities hold for i = 1, . . . ,k. For
such ani we define the Lipschitz test-functionsui on A
ρ





1 for x∈ Ai
1−dist(x,Ai)/ρ for x∈ Aρi \Ai
0 for x∈ M\Aρi .
By Prop. 6.3, we see that|∇ bui |6 1/ρ, and hence, we obtain
∫
Ω
|∇ bui |QdPg =
∫
Ω




where the first relation is the conformal invariance property, and in the last we used the































(µ0(M)/µ(M))2/Q < λ ,
where in the last inequality we used hypothesis (6.5). Thus,the first statement of the
theorem is proved. The estimate for the counting function ona compact subdomainΩ ⊂ M
follows from the observation that any non-zero constant functio qualifies as an extra test-
function. 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 4.5bis. The proof of the theorem follows the line of argument in
the proof of Theorem 4.5 with an obvious substitution of the Hausdorff measureSg for the
Popp measurePg. 
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OFLEMMA 2.3
Recall that the Lie algebrag of the Carnot groupG has the grading
g= g1⊕g2, g2 = [g1,g1], [g1,g2] = 0, dimg2 = 1,
whereg1=He is a subspace in the Lie algebra corresponding to the fiber of the left-invariant
distributionH over the identity. Letg be a left-invariant metric onG. First, we treat the
case when the dimension ofg1 is even, dimg1 = 2ℓ. Then there is an orthonormal basis
X1, . . . ,Xℓ, Y1, . . . ,Yℓ of g1 and a vectorZ 6= 0 from g2 such that
[Xi,Yi ] =−biZ, i = 1, . . . , ℓ,
[Xi,Yj ] = 0, i 6= j,
[Xi,Z] = [Yi ,Z] = 0, i = 1, . . . , ℓ,
wherebi > 0. It is worth mentioning that by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula these rela-
tions recover the product structure onG. More precisely, denoting pointsq∈ G by triples
(x,y,z), wherex,y∈ Rℓ andz∈ R, one can write the group law in these coordinates








Without loss of generality, we may assume that the groupG does not have a Euclidean
factor, that is all thebi ’s are strictly positive. Further, since the scaling of a metric g does
not change the volume of a unit ball, we may assume that maxbi equals 1. In [1, Sect. 5]


















whereB= ∏bi , andCℓ is the constant that depends only onℓ. This formula is obtained by
introducing coordinates where the Popp measure coincides with the Lebesgue measure.
Now we show that the integral above is bounded independentlyof he values of thebi ’s.
Using the Taylor series and the relations 0< bi 6 1, we obtain
|biscos(bis)−sin(bis)|6 c∗(bis)3 for anys∈ [0,π],





















where in the last inequality we again used|bi | 6 1. Combining the relation above with
formula (A.1), we obtain a bound for the volumePg(B1) of a unit ball.
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For a proof of the lemma it remains to consider the case when thdimension ofg1 is
odd, dimg1 = 2ℓ+1. Then one can choose an orthonormal basisX1, . . . ,Xℓ, Y1, . . . ,Yℓ, T of
g1 and a vectorZ 6= 0 fromg2 such that
[Xi,Yi ] =−biZ, i = 1, . . . , ℓ,
and all other brackets between theXi ’s, Yi ’s, T, and Z vanish. As is explained in [1,
Sect. 5.4], the volume of a unit ball inG in this case is given by the same formula (A.1),
and hence, is also bounded independently of a left-invariant metricg.
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